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Abstract: 
Green corporate social responsibility initiatives often involve negotiating competing priorities: as 

evident from their name, they are to satisfy environmental goals and meet social and socio-

economic objectives, while still dovetailing with corporations’ business performance. In the 

chocolate sector, this paper’s focus, increasing concerns over rising demand outstripping supply 

by 2020 have meant that supply security priorities are growing ever more prominent: ‘CSR 2.0’ 

has taken hold, with ‘corporate’ concerns at risk of overshadowing social and environmental 

responsibility.  

 

The paper presents the findings of the author’s qualitative research into how the Green CSR 

engagement of a chocolate manufacturer in Nicaragua has evolved. Building on documentary 

analysis, semi-structured interviews, focus group sessions and participant observation in 

Nicaragua and Europe, the paper explores as its main research question how the constellations of 

commercial, socio-economic and environmental priorities may have shifted over time given the 

cocoa sector’s ample potential for different combinations of socio-economic environmental and 

commercial priorities. The paper analyses activities from a critical Green CSR perspective to see 

to what extent they may have shifted from ‘CSR’ to ‘corporate’ motivations, arguing that after the 

company’s pioneering beginnings, working with smallholder cooperatives producing organic 

cocoa, commercial and environmental priorities have gained ground.  
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If you would like more information beyond this abstract, please contact me: 
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